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Heading to a warmer climate?
When you forget to let us know you will be heading to Florida 

or wherever you go to stay warm over the winter months, the USPS 
charges the Jewish Leader 69 cents for each paper returned to us 
labeled Temporarily Away.

To keep our database current please contact Mimi or Jenn at 
860-442-8062 or at office@jfec.com and let us know when you 
are leaving, when you are returning, and whether you would like to 
receive the paper while you are away.

Thank you for your thoughtfulness.

Your donations to the Jewish Federation’s Annual Campaign 
will allow it to continue the important work of supporting those in 
crisis, combating Holocaust denial and racial divides through its 
Encountering Programs, feeding a growing community, educating 
and engaging Jewish families, 
cultivating Jewish identity 
through PJ Library, providing 
youth programming for our 
future leaders, and providing 
for the return of our Young 
Emissaries in 2022. 

Whether you are a repeat 
giver or a first-time giver, know that your gifts either by check or credit 
card are critical in continuing the important work of the Federation.

Make your checks payable to JFEC and remit to 28 Channing St., 
New London, 06320 or go to JFEC.com to make your donation.

For those who have not sent in their contribution, please give 
generously. We need more because we are helping more.

If you’re unable to give what you’d like, then please give what you 
can – every pledge helps support the people and communities that so 
deeply need it.

Make a difference. Build Community.
Say “Yes” by sending in your 

2021-22 Annual Campaign 
donation by November 1. Make a 
difference. Build Community.

Double your impact
If you are a Charter Oak 

Federal Credit Union member 
you can double your Jewish 
Federation campaign donation 
by submitting the matching 
gift form using the Charter Oak 
website.

Write your check NOW 
because last year several donors 
waited until November to send 
their check and by then Charter 
Oak had reached their matching 
limit and the Federation missed 
out on thousands of dollars’ 
worth of matching gifts.

On Sunday, Oct. 3, Jewish community leaders across North America 
came together virtually at the Jewish Federations of North America 

General Assembly 
(GA) to reflect, 
learn, and explore 
several important 
areas of Jewish 
life that are on our 
communal agenda 
at this critical time.

The GA featured 
remarks by 
President of Israel 
Isaac Herzog. 
The Richmond 
contingent viewing 
the GA was led by 
President Ellen 
Renee Adams and 
included a number 
of other local 
leaders.

At the gathering, Jewish Federations announced a $54 million 
LiveSecure campaign to ensure that every Jewish community across 
North America has the resources and know-how to secure its vital 
institutions in the face of rising antisemitism.

“Together through our LiveSecure campaign, we’re working to 
make sure that the entire Federation system has undertaken this task, 
and that all of them can continue to upgrade their efforts to meet the 
new risks and adapt newly-developed best practices in security,” said 
Jewish Federations President and CEO Eric Fingerhut at the annual 
General Assembly.

Several high-profile speakers spoke of the worrisome trends in 
antisemitism at the event:

“We have the leadership, we have the strength, the resources, 

JFNA’s General Assembly opens
the structure, to overcome any 
setbacks, and we must do this,” 
said President of Israel Isaac 
Herzog. “We must build alliances 
with other communities that 
have been the targets of hate, 
and we must ensure that Jews are 
safe to be Jews in America and 
elsewhere around the world.”

“There’s an urgent need to 
protect Jewish communities,” 
former U.S. Ambassador to 
the United Nations Nikki 
Haley said at the event, praising 
actions by Jewish communities 
to enhance security. “Despite all 
that’s happening, all the anger 
and attacks, you refuse to be 
silenced. Just the opposite: you’re 
speaking out and standing strong. 
you’re protecting one another 
while rallying others to do what’s 
right, and fight what’s wrong.”

Vice Chair of the House 
Committee on Homeland 
Security Rep. Ritchie Torres 
(D-NY), also called for vigilance 
in the face of rising extremism. 
“We are sitting on a powder keg 
of antisemitism, and the Jewish 
community and all of us cannot 
afford to be complacent,” he said. 
“All of us in public life have an 
obligation to speak out forcefully 

Israeli President Isaac Herzog addresses GA.

By Ben Sales, JTA
The first thing Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett said, facing a 

room full of the leaders of the American Jewish community: “I wish my 
mom were here.”

The son 
of American 
immigrants to 
Israel, Bennett, like 
his predecessor 
B e n j a m i n 
Netanyahu, speaks 
a fluent, nearly 
accentless English, 
and spent years 
living in the United 
States as both a 
child and an adult. 

But in other 
crucial ways, 
Bennett sounded 
different from 
Netanyahu in 
his first public 
address to 
American Jewish 

leaders as prime minister. The speech, delivered in Manhattan a 
couple hours after he addressed the United Nations, was given to 
dozens of heads of the Jewish federation system, leading rabbis and 

‘We have to redesign  
our relationship’

Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett speaks to 
American Jewish leaders in New York City on Sept. 
27, 2021. (Courtesy of the Jewish Federations of 
North America/Sara Naomi Lewkowicz)

By Shira Hanau, JTA
David Julius, a professor of physiology at the University of 

California, San Francisco, whose grandparents fled antisemitism in 
Czarist Russia, was awarded this year’s Nobel Prize in physiology or 
medicine on Monday. He shared the award with Ardem Patapoutian, a 
molecular biologist and neuroscientist at the Scripps Research center.

The Nobel Prize committee cited Julius and Patapoutian’s research 
“for their discoveries of receptors for temperature and touch,” which 
have improved treatments for pain caused by a range of diseases.

David Julius wins 
Nobel Prize in medicine

BENNETT CONT. ON PG 13

DAVID CONT. ON PG 13
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Candle Lighting for Eastern CT area

Energy Saving  
Windows & Doors! 

Order Factory Direct! 

Vinyl Replacement &  
New Construction Windows 

          Storm Windows & Commercial Aluminum 

Professional Installation Available 

Railings & Fences of Many Styles 

860.848.9258 • www.alltimemfg.com 

Since 1946 



This fall, Rabbi Avrohom Sternberg spiritual leader of Congregation 
Ahavath Chesed and Director of Chabad of Eastern Connecticut in New 
London will offer a new four-session course from the Rohr Jewish 
Learning Institute (JLI), titled Outsmarting Antisemitism.

Using history, Talmudic sources, Jewish mysticism, and 
contemporary expert analysis, the course addresses some of the 
niggling questions we grapple with as individuals and as a community. 
Why does antisemitism persist? How can we make hate go away? How 
can we counter Israel-focused antisemitism and prevent our own 
youth from unwittingly lending their voices to antisemitic agendas?

“Many Jews are anxious about rising antisemitism today and 
worry about how to respond to it,” Rabbi Sternberg “By exploring 
the mechanics of antisemitism and probing historical strategies for 
reducing it, this course offers a framework for confronting it head-on 
with purpose, positivity, and pride.”

Informative, interesting, and empowering, Outsmarting 
Antisemitism is well suited for community leaders and laypersons 
alike. “All those who care about religious freedom, both Jews and 
others, confront a disturbing increase in antisemitism worldwide,” 
said Cary Nelson, past president of the American Association of 
University Professors. “It is no longer enough just to be opposed to 
antisemitism. We all have to be knowledgeable about its history and 
current manifestations if we are to be equipped to combat its spread. 
That is why this course matters.”

“What distinguishes the present moment is the rise of antisemitism 
simultaneously on all fronts,” said Natan Sharansky, former refusenik 

Explore underpinnings of hate and 
how to respond to rising antisemitism

and chairman at the Institute for 
the Study of Global Antisemitism 
and Policy. “To succeed in the 
struggle against these dangerous 
phenomena, we have to confront 
antisemitism on all fronts 
simultaneously. Therefore, this 
course from the Rohr Jewish 
Learning Institute is very 
important.”

The four-week course begins 
the week of November 15. Like 
all JLI programs, it is designed 
to appeal to people at all levels 
of knowledge, including those 
without any prior experience or 
background in Jewish learning. 
All JLI courses are open to the 
public, and attendees need not 
be affiliated with a particular 
synagogue, temple, or other 
house of worship.

The course will be offered 
in-person as well as over Zoom. 
In-person course will take 
place on Tuesday evening 7:30-
9:00pm, beginning November 
16, at Congregation Ahavath 
Chesed, New London. There are 
two options to take the course 
over zoom, a daytime option on 
Tuesday afternoons, beginning 
November 16, 12:30-2:00pm and 
an evening option on Wednesday 
evenings, beginning November 
17, 7:30-9:00pm. The fee for 
the course is $69 including the 
textbook. Sign-in information will 
be provided upon enrollment.

Interested students may call 
860-437-8000 or visit www.
myJLI.com for registration 
and for other course-related 
information.

Reflect on Sukkot

Sunday, October 10 @ 10:00 am
$15.00 per person 

Fall Festival

Jump on the PJ Library tractor ride. Together we will 
explore Holmberg Orchards and have the 
opportunity to:

-- pick our own apples
-- explore the corn maze
-- enjoy fresh cider and cinnamon
   donuts

Holmberg Orchards 
12 Orchard Lane 
Gales Ferry

RSVP by OCT. 8, 2021 

to Barbara Wolfe at
pjlibrary@ jfec.com  
860-442-8062

BRING THE
WHOLE

FAMILY!

Remember to send in your subscription

http://myJLI.com
http://myJLI.com
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By Nadine Lipman
The Maccabeats are an American Orthodox Jewish all-male a 

cappella group. Founded in 2007 at Yeshiva University, Manhattan, 
New York, the 14-member group specializes in covers and parodies of 
contemporary hits using Jewish-themed lyrics.

It’s Shabbat do do do do do do  
It’s Shabbat do do do do do  
It’s Shabbat do do do do do do do do  
It’s Shabbat  
Light candles do do do do do do  
Light the candles do do do do do do  
Light the candles do do do do do do  
Light candles  
Make kiddush do do do do do do do  
Make kiddush do do do do do do do  
Make kiddush do do do do do do  
Make kiddush  
Eat challah doo doo doo doo doo  
Eat challah doo doo doo doo doo  
Eat challah do do do do do  
Eat challah…...

--“It’s Shabbat” by the Maccabeats
Yeah, I know, Baby Shark, so I will spare you the rest of the song(!) 

Fortunately, Congregation Beth El’s Friday night Shabbat services 
feature many beautiful prayers and tunes, so for this concluding 
column, I asked our Fab Five, who participate: What is your favorite 
part of the Friday night service? Other prayers/services?

Roz Etra - This past year and a half have been stressful to many, so 
take a deep breath and relax as we welcome everyone with Hinei Ma 
Tov; Shalom Aleyhem – Peace be unto you; Hashkivenu – Help us, O G-d, 
to lie down in peace; Shalom Rav- Grant full and lasting peace; Oseh 
Shalom – grant peace to all mankind. Then on the other hand, we need 
to release some of that inner stress and move to upbeat melodies of 
L’chu N’ ran N’Na, L’Cah Dodi and Vshamru.

Faye Ringel - I really love L’Kha Dodi, another lyrical prayer that-
-like Adon Olam--can be set to many tunes. My favorite part of the 
service to lead on any holidays, including Rosh Hodesh, is the Hallel.

Marcia Reinhard - My favorite part of the Friday night service is 
the song for peace whether it is Shalom Rav, almost any version of Oseh 
Shalom or Sim Shalom. I also love the prayer for peace, the prayer for 
Israel and the prayer for the congregation although those are usually 
done on Saturday mornings, not Friday nights.

Hazzan Sanford Cohn - I’ve never been good at naming favorites, 
so I’ll have to give you a double answer. I love L’cha Dodi because of the 
way we imagine Shabbat to be a bride that we are welcoming into our 
lives, and I probably know upwards of 20 melodies that express the 
many moods that we feel on Shabbat. I can also get into Hashkivenu 
(“Cause us to lie down...”) when it is chanted in a traditional cantorial 
style, especially if there is opportunity for congregational singing as 
well. I could spend an hour naming High Holy Day prayers that I find 
especially meaningful.

Cantor Michelle Rubenstein - My favorite part of the Friday night 
service is bringing the congregation back together in a song of peace 
after the silent amidah. That moment of moving from individual peace 
to collective peace is, for me, what celebrating Shabbat as a community 
is all about.

And finally, Congregation Beth El has loved having you 
participating with us; can you describe the Zoom experience as 
opposed to having the congregation in the room with you?

Roz Etra - After not being able to be with any one for so long, with 
ZOOM, I must say that “my soul had been lifted” bringing you into my 
home and allowing me to be part of the Shabbat experience with your 
smiling faces. But it was very hard not being able to feel the energy in 
a room full of friends. I can’t wait to be with the entire congregation as 
we lift our voices together.

Faye Ringel - On the positive side, I’ve been able to expand the 
number of synagogues in which I’ve been privileged to lead services, 
all without leaving my home. I can see this as something for the future 
for small, isolated shuls who can’t afford cantors and/or don’t have 

Friday night music . . .favorite songs during the service
active lay leaders being able to 
have volunteers “Zoom in” from 
elsewhere. It also has possibilities 

for nursing homes and senior 
communities. At the same time, it 
would be a lot easier if Roz and 
I could sing and play together at 
the same time without the Zoom 
time delay. But I love singing a 
Capella -- no problem there! It’s 
true that it’s not the same as the 
live experience. It can be hard, not 
being able to hear congregational 
responses and not having them 
sing with me. But there have 
been plenty of times when I felt 
isolated and alone on the bimah, 
without the immediacy of seeing 
close-up faces on Zoom.

Hazzan Sanford Cohn - The 
Zoom experience was a little 
strange at first, but by the time 
the High Holy Days came around, 
I felt accustomed to it. I do miss 
the energy of a live congregation, 
but it helps to see the Beth El’ers 
(Beth Elites?) swaying and 
dancing along with the music. 
I very much look forward to 
meeting the congregation in 
person, whenever that may be. 

Marcia Reinard - Playing 
piano and singing solo on Zoom 
has been enjoyable and fun. I 
love being part of the Beth-El 
community in such a meaningful 
way, although I admit, however, 
“that I love it even more when 
we are all in the same room and 
I can hear everyone singing with 
me.” At the last in-house service 
I participated in, Rabbi Kideckel 
and I were able to be in the same 
room and while that didn’t allow 

for everyone to sing along, it was nice to have a musical partner.” 
Being in-person makes a world of difference but providing music for 
Congregation Beth El in any way and being with everyone, even on 

Zoom, is always rewarding and a lot of fun.”
Cantor Michelle Rubenstein - The 

Zoom experience fills an important need, 
but it cannot compare to being in a room 
together. I don’t miss the long drive, but 
I miss hearing everyone singing with me 
and being able to make eye contact with 
people and sharing conversation over a 
meal after services.

As I mentioned in an earlier article, 
Congregation Beth El is looking to become 
known as the region’s locale for music 
providing Jewish content (who can forget 
the recent performance of Kol Esperanza 
or the Annual Harold Juli Memorial 
Cantor’s Concert featuring Hazzan 
Cohn and Cantor Michael Zoosman, two 
longtime friends and colleagues and 
whose styles complemented each other!) 
Klezmenschen, our local and simply 
fabulous Klezmer band performed this 
summer at CBE’s first in-person event 
of the season, a picnic at McCook Beach 
in East Lyme and then Hazzan Cphn led 
a sing-along at our annual Membership 

Event, featuring a Mid-Eastern smorgasbord, held at Waterford Beach.
Hazzan Cohn noted that it has been such a pleasure working with 

Rabbi Kideckel, as they used to share meals and conversations during 
his first year at the Seminary; re-connecting after so many years has 
been very special. He and the other members of the Fab Five offered 
their thanks to the hard-working Beth El volunteers and Rabbi for 
creating thoughtfully-designed Shabbat services, as well as having 
CBE share, collectively, their joy of music.

Marcia Reinhard worded it best: “Congregation Beth El always 
welcomes me warmly and with open arms. When my husband Mike 
can join the calls, he also feels the warmth that is extended to us. I am 
happy to continue playing for Congregation Beth El on Friday nights 
for as long as you’ll have me. Toda Rabah l’kulam. Thank you very 
much to everyone.”

Contact the CBE office at (860) 442-018 or email office@bethel-
nl.org to get the list of each month’s Friday night service participants, 
as well as the Zoom link. (PS you don’t have to be a member to attend).

www.office@bethel-nl.org
www.office@bethel-nl.org
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Beth El Community Cemetery, located on Lestertown 
Road in Groton, is a Jewish inclusive cemetery 
accommodating the needs of the community.

-	 	No	synagogue	affiliation	
 required
-  Plots available: Jewish,
 interfaith, cremains & families
 Call Merrill: 860 383 5605

LOOKING FOR A PLACE FOR YOU OR YOUR 
LOVED ONES TO REST IN DIGNITY?

“We need to keep our faith.” 
Since joining Congregation Beth El last summer, I’ve met 
some amazing people and have seen greater participation 
as time goes on. During this time of COVID our 
congregation is more active than ever mostly through 
the safety of online and offers a wide variety of 
options for everyone.  – Rabbi Earl Kideckel

SERVICES
•  Daily Minyan
•  Shabbat Services
•  Holidays
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS 
•  Educational Presentations
•  Talks by local speakers
•  Lunch & Learn with the Rabbi
SOCIAL EVENTS
•  Distanced Gatherings
•  Musical Events
•  Curbside Meal Offerings
•  Schmooze Before & After Zoom Events

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME! 
860.442.0418 • bethel-nl.org

By Rav Julius Rabinowitz
Tues., October 26, 7:00 PM -- 
Jewish Views of the 
Afterlife: Historical and 
Contemporary Perspectives

Today many are unaware of 
traditional Jewish wisdom on life 
after death. This presentation 
explores Judaism’s afterlife 
teachings, particularly in Jewish 
mysticism, and the practical 
relevance of these teachings in 
dealing with the human encounter 
with death.

Sun., November 14, 7:00 PM -- Jewish Sacred Burial: Machpelah 
to Joseph’s Bones, Medieval Hevra Kaddisha to Contemporary 
America. 

In this session, we shall explore the importance of Jewish sacred 
burial, and the connections between burial of our Biblical ancestors 
at the Cave of the Patriarchs and Matriarchs at Machpelah, burial of 
Joseph’s Bones in the land of Canaan, medieval traditions of Hevra 
Kaddisha, and contemporary Jewish burial practices in our community. 

How to connect
ZOOM connecting information is being made available to the 

membership of the presenting Synagogues by their rabbis. If you are 
not a member of one of the Synagogues and you would like to 
attend one or more sessions (at no charge), please contact me at 
RavJulius @gmail.com, and I will be pleased to provide you with the 
connecting information.

Jewish views of death and of the afterlife
Second session is Tues, Oct. 26, 7 PM

With thanks for support. . .
The series is being generously supported by the 
• Church and Allen/Labenski Funeral Homes, Norwich; 
• Blumenstein Funerals, Manchester; and 
• Thomas L. Neilan & Sons Funeral Homes, New London,  

and Niantic

Some background
The five liberal synagogues of Eastern Connecticut: Congregation 

Ahavath Achim, Congregation Beth El, Beth Jacob Synagogue, Temple 
Bnai Israel and Temple Emanu-El, are joining together to bring a 
scholar to our community, Simcha Raphael, Ph.D., the Founding 
Director of the Da’at Institute for Death Awareness, Advocacy and 
Training. Dr. Raphael has served as Adjunct Professor in Religion at 
LaSalle University and Temple University and is on the Faculty of the 
Art of Dying Institute of the New York Open Center. Dr. Raphael will be 
making a series of three ZOOM presentations to our communities on 
October 6 and 26, and November 14, all at 7:00 pm. 

Reb Simcha, as he likes to be called, has worked as a death 
awareness educator, bereavement counselor and hospice chaplain for 
over twenty-five years. Ordained as a Rabbinic Pastor by Rabbi Zalman 
Schachter-Shalomi, he received a doctorate in Psychology from the 
California Institute of Integral Studies, and has written extensively on 
the topics of death, bereavement, and the afterlife. 

Among his publications, is his groundbreaking volume, Jewish Views 
of the Afterlife, first published in 1994, and recently issued in its third 
edition this past year. Jewish Views of the Afterlife is a classic study 
of ideas of afterlife and postmortem survival in Jewish tradition 
and mysticism. The book guides the reader through 4,000 years of 
Jewish thought on the afterlife by investigating pertinent sacred 
texts produced in each era. 

Through a compilation of ideas found in the Bible, Apocrypha, 
rabbinic literature, medieval philosophy, medieval Midrash, 
Kabbalah, Hasidism and Yiddish literature, Reb Simcha 
demonstrates how Judaism conceived of the fate of the individual 
after death throughout Jewish history. In addition, this book 
explores the implications of Jewish afterlife beliefs for a renewed 
understanding of traditional rituals of funeral, burial, shiva, 

kaddish and more. And with 
two other clergy, 

Dr. Raphael wrote his most 
recent book, Jewish End-of-
life Care in a Virtual Age: Our 
Tradition Reimagined. It was 
reviewed in ReformJudaism.
org, as providing a roadmap 
for all of us to care for one 
another in a time when we 
must somehow walk a thin line 
between caring for the ill as we 
have always done and obeying 
the new laws that forbid us to 
have close contact with people 
in hospitals and nursing homes.

When he spoke a few years 
ago in Buffalo, NY, the writer for 
the Buffalo Jewish Review wrote 
that Dr. Raphael was a “masterful 
and compelling speaker.” And 
as they sat in the round, they 
“were spellbound listening to 
his traditional Jewish stories of 
transmigration of the soul, end of 
life and reincarnation stories.”

mailto:RavJulius%20%40gmail.com?subject=Registration
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    By  

Artie
  Dean

The Wedding, Part 2
From last issue. . .

Rabbi Chesky turned his thoughts inward, as he often did when 
conflicted. He asked for peace, he asked for calm, but above all he 
asked for a way out of all this traffic. And then through the rear view 
mirror he saw a possibility he’d never considered…a clear lane where 
the ambulance had passed stretching back to the previous exit only 
100 yards away. 

Normally cautious, an idea formed in Chesky’s mind. This is my only 
chance. He draped an arm over the back of his bucket seat, then turned 
to gauge the opening.  Then honking his horn, he proceeded to back up, 
until he’d reached the exit. He shifted into drive and accelerated onto 
the exit ramp, his spirits soaring, up to the point when he slammed the 
brakes, coming to a full stop at a pond of standing water blocking the 
road. They’ll never believe this at the Rabbinical School.

Continuing. . .
Kyle and Hailey sit by a window watching the rain fall in sheets 

as they reconstruct the seating arrangements from memory. Kyle’s 
phone rings. He answers, lifting it to his ear. He blinks rapidly, holds 
his breath as he processes this next challenge. The color drains from 
his face as Hailey’s inquisitive gaze meets his.

“What’s wrong?” she says.
“Nothing, it’ll be fine,” he says, averting his eyes. He sits, turning 

once again to the seating charts. “Let’s finish this up,” he says, his 
voice cracking as he realizes the smorgasbord is already starting. 
“Everything will turn out all right.” I hope. He says a silent for Rabbi 
Chesky’s deliverance.

“Kyle Rosen, what are you keeping from me?” 
Kyle takes a deep breath. He takes Hailey’s hand, pats it soothingly. 

“The rabbi’s stuck on the expressway.” 
Hailey’s eyes bulge. She clenches her teeth to keep from screaming, 

her pulse hammering in her head. She pictures her daughter joining 
the groom under the chuppah as in the rehearsal, waiting in confusion 
for a rabbi to officiate, while the guests whisper their disapproval. 
Despite obsessing over every detail the thought of a wedding without 
a rabbi never crossed her mind. 

The wedding planner scurries by, intent on rearranging the 
chuppah flowers as Hailey had instructed. Kyle reiterates Rabbi 
Chesky’s predicament. Unfazed, the wedding planner’s lips curl in a 
smile. “Why don’t you marry them yourself.”

Myself, impossible. Unthinkable…we have to have a rabbi, don’t we? 
But wouldn’t that be amazing?

***
On a flooded expressway 

ramp Rabbi Chesky ponders 
his next move, the horror of 
disappointing the bridal party 
grows in his mind. He glances 
at his watch. An hour before the 
wedding ceremony. He wonders if 
he might back up the ramp onto 
the bottlenecked expressway. 
At least I’d have a chance. He 
remembers what his father, of 
blessed memory, used to say. 
“Some things are out of man’s 
control, but it’s a mistake to 
expect the almighty to solve your 
problems.” 

Chesky grips the steering 
wheel. He pictures his car 

plowing through the flooded 
roadway and sees clear sailing 
beyond. He mutters a silent 
prayer, then guns his motor. His 
car ploughs ahead, water to the 
doors, great sprays arcing on 
either side. 

Chesky’s heart pounds. I’m 
through, just a bit more. As his 
spirits soar his engine sputters, 
then quits, the silence profound. 
Chesky pounds the steering 
wheel, glances to the sky. He 
rehearses words of apology 
to the bride and groom. The 
parents will never speak to me 
again. 

Rabbi Chesky’s ruminations 
are interrupted by a siren as a 
police car pulls alongside on the 
shoulder. “I need help,” he says.

“You bet you do. I saw the 
move you made backing up on 
the highway. That’s a felony in a 
disaster zone.”

“You’ve got to help me,” Chesky 
says, beads of sweat on his brow. 
“I’m the officiating rabbi late for 
a wedding.”

“License and registration,” 
says the officer, scoffing. “Now 
there’s one I haven’t heard 
before.”

***
At the wedding hall everyone 

is seated waiting for the 
ceremony to begin. The groom 
sits with his head in his hands in 
the bathroom, trying to quell his 
nerves, while Kyle makes phone 
calls to every nearby synagogue, 
trying to get a substitute rabbi. 
The bride is in the hospitality 
room weeping. “How can I have a 
wedding without a rabbi?” Haley 
takes her hand. “He’s only miles 
away. He can still make it. If not 
Dad will do it.” 

The bride is hysterical now. 
“Are you out of your mind?”

To be continued. . .

Contracts
By Geoff Hausmann

I will be assigning everyone homework. I 
don’t care which court show you watch but 
pick one. I guarantee when the defendant or 
the plaintiff states “Oh he said this, or she said that”, the judge will 
respond “what is in writing?”

We had a deal because we shook on it, it was a gentleman’s 
agreement! 

Way back when I was in college, I had to take a business class that 
discussed the importance of a contract and what it means. The most 
important thing is that whatever is discussed, should be put in writing.

In real estate, nothing is different. It all begins with the buyer or 
seller wanting to work with a real estate agent. This buyer or seller 
will be required to sign a listing agreement or a buyer’s agreement. 
This is hiring the real estate agent for a period and how much the 
agent is seeking for payment upon completing the job. 

The most important paperwork is the purchase and sales contract. 
The buyer will use this document to make an offer on a property. 
This will state how much the offer is, the type of financing, what is 
included in the sale, the type of inspections, what to expect if an issue 
from the inspection, and the closing date. This document converts to a 
contract when the seller signs it. Prior to COVID, to become a contract, 
an earnest deposit was required as well. Currently, the deposit is 
normally mailed once the contract is executed.

The escrow deposit is normally held by the listing agent’s office or 
the seller’s attorney. This deposit can only be released in three ways: 
preparation for a closing, mutually agreed upon by both the buyer and 
seller, and by court order. This is important as I am often asked by the 
party I represent to release the deposit to them as they feel that the 
other party is not doing what they expected. 

It is extremely important that there is a complete paper trail 
throughout the entire real estate transaction due to the number of 
people who must see the complete documentation. 

It is very interesting how many people will sign any paper that you 
put in front of them without reading it or even requesting a copy of the 
paperwork. Please, ask questions prior to signing the paperwork and 
make sure you understand every paragraph. When in doubt, get an 
attorney to review it. The only thing people will read is anything that 
begins with a ‘$’!

It has been stated people are happy if they have $$$. I want to try 
that. Please go to https://gofund.me/129d19e3 and donate $$$. I 
hope to have a $1,000,000 soon. LOL!

Please remember you can search for homes at www.
CallTheHouseMan.com. Do you have a question about real 
estate? 
Advice/responses will be made by: Geoff Hausmann, RE/MAX on 
the Bay, 860-443-4400, Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com.

Realtor Corner

44726

 Diamonds  ❖  Watches  ❖  Crystal
 Fine Contemporary & Antique Jewelry

 Custom Jewelry Design  ❖  Expert Jewelry & Watch Repair
 Estate Jewelry Bought & Sold

 262 Boston Post Road • Utopia Centre 
 Waterford, CT • (860) 442-4391

 Monday - Thursday 10:00-6:00  ❖  Friday 10:00-7:00  ❖  Saturday 10:00-4:00

 Since 1919 Southeastern Connecticut’s Oldest and Most Respected Jewelers

https://gofund.me/129d19e3
file:///C:/Users/Mary/Dropbox/20%20Nov%202020%20Leader/Columns/www.CallTheHouseMan.com
file:///C:/Users/Mary/Dropbox/20%20Nov%202020%20Leader/Columns/www.CallTheHouseMan.com
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The Jewish Federation...
Every gift makes a difference.

Get involved. Donate. Volunteer. 
It’s what being Jewish feels like.

TEMPLE EMANU-EL RAFFLE 
720 Tickets are on sale now for $25 each 

 
No need to wait for a phone call or an e-mail, 

contact John Muprhy jem1219@atlanticbb.net or  
the Temple office http://office@tewaterford.org  

or mail your request to 
Temple Emanu-El, P.O. Box 288, Waterford, CT 06385 

 
Thank you to our sponsors: 

 
1st Prize 5-$500 Visa Gift Cards. . . . . .Sponsored by Kenn and Kim Fischburg 
2nd Prize Apple iPad Pro. . . . . . . . . . . Sponsored by Sayet and Seder Attorneys at Law 
$500 Visa Gift Card. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsored by Creative Office Interiors, LLC 
$300 Target Gift Card. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsored by Bill and Ellen Seeman 
$200 Home Depot Card. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsored by Adam Kaufman and  
              Rebecca Woodward 
$150 Walmart Gift Card. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsored by John Murphy and Barbara Senges 
$100 Amazon Gift Card. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsored by Jonathan and Armi Rowe 
 

TALKING ABOUT GOD: Tuesday evenings at 7 PM: October 12 
and 26, November 9 and 23, December 14 and 21 – Taught by 
Rabbi Marc Ekstrand

Some of us long for understanding that something that we call 
‘God.’ Yet often, we find that talking about God is very difficult. In this 
series, we’ll use the book, Because my soul longs for You: Integrating 
theology into our lives, edited by Rabbis Edwin Goldberg and Elaine 
Zecher. Check out and order the book here (https://www.ccarpress.
org/shopping_product_detail.asp?pid=50566).

We’ll also use selected course materials from the HUC College 
Commons as a jumping-off point for our discussions. Email Rabbi 
Marc to inquire or register for the class.

PEACE AND JUSTICE PILGRIMAGE: Second Thursday of each 
month at 7 PM beginning October 14 – Taught by Rabbi Marc 
Ekstrand

In 2019, I pilgrimaged with clergy colleagues to Montgomery, 
Tuskegee, and Birmingham, AL. The highlights were visits to the 
Legacy Museum, The National Memorial for Peace and Justice, and 
The Birmingham Civil Rights Institute. This pilgrimage was life 
changing. The journey began years prior in a book group where we 
explored issues of racism. I am still on that journey. Now I’m inviting 
you to come along with me. Let’s pack our spiritual, emotional, and 
intellectual bags through reading books, articles, watching movies, 
and engaging with guest speakers. Later this year, we may join with a 
group from All Souls UU and other faith groups. Eventually, when the 
pandemic subsides, we’ll plan our Peace and Justice Pilgrimage. Email 
Rabbi Marc to inquire or join the group.

TE Reads (reading group): This fall, we will read “Bewilderment” 
by Richard Powers, the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of “The 
Overstory.” The 1A recently interviewed Powers. You can listen to the 
interview here. As in the past, we will read collaboratively. Reading 
collaboratively means we will be learning as much from each other 
as the book. We will meet several times and read at a pace that allows 

Learning Opportunities  
from Temple Emanu-El

us to have deep discussions along 
the way. If you would like to join 
the group for this reading, please 
contact Rabbi Marc. We will 
arrange a meeting time based on 
the best fit for the group.

Rabbi Marc can be reached by 
email at marcekstrand@gmail.
com.

HUC-JIR College Commons: 
The College Commons is 
free! Learn from the best of 
progressive Judaism’s scholars on 
a variety of Jewish topics. Single 
or multi-session classes on topics 
ranging from Bible to Zionism 
to Jews in Showbiz. Explore the 
course offerings and sign up here 
(https://collegecommons.huc.
edu/)

Hibura School for Kabbalah 
and Spirituality: Rabbi Or Zohar 
will facilitate a 12 session course 
incorporating Kabbalah-based 
meditation, Zohar-based text 
study, and group discussion. 
Those both new and experienced 
in Kabbalah will find Rabbi 
Zohar’s sessions engaging and 
enriching. For more information, 
please follow this link (https://
w w w. h i b u ra . co m / co u r s e -
zohar-english?lang=en)

Temple Beth Israel in Danielson celebrated the High Holidays 
online via Zoom this year. We had originally planned on offering the 
online option for those who could not attend in-person services, 
but with the spread of the Delta variant increasing daily, the board 
reluctantly decided to offer services entirely online. The services were 
interactive and attracted participants from all over the US and from 
Canada. Prior to the services, a spirited auction was held for the Aliyah 
for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. This was a tradition when our 
forefathers and mothers oversaw the temple. Norman Berman served 
as auctioneer (online Zoom) and bidding was spirited and generous. 

You can reach the synagogue through its website: 
templebethisraelct.org.

Temple Beth Israel 
Danielson

When the Afghani individuals arrive, JFACT, a conglomeration of 
the 7 Jewish Federations across Connecticut, which includes UJA-JCC 
Greenwich, United Jewish Federation of Greater Stamford, New Canaan 
and Darien, Jewish Philanthropy of Upper Fairfield County, the Jewish 
Federation of Western CT, the Jewish Federation of Eastern CT, the 
Jewish Federation of Greater New Haven, and the Jewish Federation of 
Greater Hartford will welcome them with open arms.

Thanks to the CT General Assembly, JFACT receives Citizenship 
grants to help turn refugees and asylum seekers to United States 
citizens.

The Dept. of Social Services has given permission for JFACT, along 
with our partner service agencies, which include Jewish Family Services 
of Greenwich, Schoke Jewish Family Service of Fairfield County, Jewish 
Federation of Greater New Haven, CIRI, IRIS and others to use these 
funds to help pay for civics training, ESL teachers, Family literacy 
program and U.S. citizenship application fee for the Afghani refugees.

Looking to help or get involved in resettlement process? 
Contact Start Fresh an affiliate of IRIS. Start Fresh is hoping to locally 
resettle two Afgan families soon. Your support can include learning 
about Start Fresh, volunteering, and donations. Please check out the 
Start Fresh website for more information about how you can help – 
www.startfreshct.org.

Start Fresh is a volunteer driven organization. Should you have 
questions the website doesn’t answer please contact Myra Gipstein at 
myrag.456@gmail.com.

Afghan families  
to resettle in area

Custom Tub & Shower
Enclosures

  • Design & Installation
  • All-Glass Enclosures

Expert Mirror Design &
Installation

  • Visit Our Showroom

151 Jefferson Avenue • New London, CT 06320
Phone (860) 442-0373 • Fax (860) 442-1356

SERVING SOUTHEASTERN CONNECTICUT
FOR OVER 60 YEARS

FULL  SERVICE  GLASS  SPECIALISTS

CO., INC
Ruby Glass

https://www.ccarpress.org/shopping_product_detail.asp?pid=50566
https://www.ccarpress.org/shopping_product_detail.asp?pid=50566
mailto:marcekstrand@gmail.com
mailto:marcekstrand@gmail.com
https://collegecommons.huc.edu/
https://collegecommons.huc.edu/
https://www.hibura.com/course-zohar-english?lang=en
https://www.hibura.com/course-zohar-english?lang=en
https://www.hibura.com/course-zohar-english?lang=en
http://templebethisrael.org
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013eiqxQR-z0k117FbLgKKcQTdzqAUbq80nqdXVvlmOGk2NrwixfIf6UWRsTIxyqoKeimZ_sqfOR-oBAAWJ9xLeexeLsmC8JzdTtZJ9t2dxmk6BcVLEoFu9PLEU55_WnAxJQ6rTAR0LshBNAxFCzlNGxx7rdSh01MACdvlw3tGw_9oFwXEG5ZfzD8Wiz5ehjbJuTwlPuMbX7Y=&c=ww7J5a07MdnwlOeFfwHeKqpMXsXI2t82Jk8zyhs0oCm14S8XlQ5dyw==&ch=piJKYgeTfr2uqiF6eAbC6Y0ks2Hf2lZz9RoUFa1OXlgcAUXr3LuyvQ==
http://www.startfreshct.org
mailto:myrag.456%40gmail.com?subject=Afghan%20Families
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Hadassah Eastern CT
We’d love to hear from you. 
Please feel free to call or write.

● President: Karen Bloustine bloustinek@gmail.com
860-326-6377

● Membership: Moira Ross moira29ross@hotmail.com
● Donations: Treas. Vicki Seroussi 2 Mitchell Ct 

Norwich, CT 06360
● Cards/Certificates: Kim Fischburg kimfischburg@gmail.com

860-608-9223

   Follow us on Facebook  

Hadassah News

MARKEL CONT. ON PG 13

A Busy Fall Season at Hadassah - and a Special Thank You!
Thanks, and Kol HaKavod to everyone who helped us celebrate 

our successful Donor campaign by joining us on Zoom on October 5 
for a discussion with the dynamic and wonderful Steven Goldstein on 
Zionism as a Social Justice Movement.

In October, Hadassah helps to support and publicize two 
important causes: The fight to end Domestic Violence and the fight 
to find a cure and treatment for Breast Cancer. October is Domestic 
Violence Awareness Month and Breast Cancer Awareness Month. We 
recommend that Hadassah and community members as individuals 
support the Safe Futures Annual Walk on Sunday, October 17 at 9 
a.m. at Waterford High School: safefuturesct.org.

Announcing the Wear Pink campaign
Eighteen years ago, a group of women with October Birthdays 

decided to band together to contribute to a good cause for their 
birthday commemorations. That was how Wear Pink was founded. Each 
year Hadassah presents a “Wear Pink” event to raise funds for breast 
cancer research and treatment at Hadassah Hospital. We are invited 
to either a member’s home or a restaurant for a festive brunch where 
members dress in pink, listen to great guest speakers and compete for 
raffles and door prizes. This year, on Hadassah’s eighteenth Chai Year, 
because of Covid, the Wear Pink campaign cannot be in person. A fund-
raising letter will be in the mail soon with opportunities for various 
levels of giving and everyone will have a chance for a raffle prize.

Over these last 18 years, Kim Fischburg has been the leader who 
has most inspired us and worked hard to bring Wear Pink to the 
chapter. It has been her signature contribution. However, Kim has also 
served as a chapter leader in many other capacities over the years, 
including serving as President. Her ideas, planning work and total 
commitment to Hadassah’s goals and values deserve our recognition 
and deep gratitude. After serving as Chair of the Wear Pink Committee 
for years, Kim will stay on the committee, with Pepi Green taking the 
reins of the Chair. THANK YOU, KIM!

Kim also continues her work as the member to contact for 
Hadassah cards.  Hadassah cards are a great way to raise funds 
and to send greetings for life cycle events from birth to bris, to 
graduations, weddings, and condolences. To order cards, contact Kim 
at kimfischburg@gmail.com or  860-608-9223.

President’s Message
by Karen Bloustine

Hadassah’s 18th Chai Wear Pink Campaign is underway. Due to 
Covid, letters are being sent out requesting funds toward Hadassah 
Hospital’s Breast Cancer Center 
for research and treatment.

Early detection is the single 
most important tool for curing 
breast cancer. Many women 
can overcome this disease if 
the cancer is discovered in the 
early stages. Early detection 
saves lives!

One in every nine women in 
Israel will develop the disease 
sometime in her lifetime. 
More than 3000 women are diagnosed annually in Israel, and some 
700 women die from breast cancer every year. The diversity of the 
cultural backgrounds of women in Israel shows that the disease is 
more prominent among women from Western countries than among 
those with an Eastern background. Breast cancer treatment in Israel 
is becoming more tailored to the needs of the individual patient, with 
a multidisciplinary comprehensive approach. Breast cancer patients 

Hadassah’s Wear Pink Campaign
are encouraged to discuss and 
receive guidance from the 
multidisciplinary team, including 
surgical, oncologic, and plastic 
surgical consultations as to 
their various treatment options. 
Hadassah Medical Center 
professionals provide complete 
care and guidance throughout the 
entire process – from diagnosis 
and treatment to recovery. And 
Hadassah’s world-class research 
leads to cutting-age treatments 
and important steps toward a 
cure.

Contributions can be made 
to Hadassah and mailed to Irene 
Schienberg, 12 Jones Court, 
Norwich, CT 006360.

Your contributions will also be 
eligible for special raffle prizes.

By Sheila Horvitz
With the probable election 

of the opposition party and the 
uncertainty it brings to Germany, 
Angela Markel’s departure after 
16 years in power marks a 
turning point for Germany and 
its Jewish community.

With the rise of 
authoritarianism in Europe and 
the continuing threat of neo-
Nazism and antisemitism in 

Germany, the Jewish community, in the main, is sad and concerned 
about the future of Jewish life in Germany because Merkel will no 
longer be in power. Despite her controversial policies of fiscal austerity 
and the ingathering of thousands of Middle Eastern refugees, most 
Jewish leaders and citizens will miss her leadership and see her as a 
fighter for Jewish causes.

Rabbi Pinchus Goldschmidt, the president of the Conference 
of European Rabbis says that Merkel has been “a steadfast ally, 
and not only in rhetoric but in decisive action.” Josef Schuster, 

The Departure of Chancellor Angela Markel 
and the Jewish Community in Germany    

president of the Central Council 
of Jews in Germany says her 
departure “marks the loss of a 
reliable partner for the Jewish 
community.” and Charlotte 
Knobloch, a Holocaust survivor 
who heads the Jewish community 
of Munich is “deeply sorry to see 
Chancellor Angela Merkel leave 
the political stage.”

Under Merkel’s leadership, 
Germany’s federal and state 
governments have appointed 
special envoys for monitoring 
and combating antisemitism 
and hatred. After an attempted 
synagogue massacre near Berlin 
in 2019, the federal government 
gave German Jewry an extra $28 
million for security needs. Other 

Domestic violence, sexual assault, human 
trafficking, and workplace harassment and 
violence continue to plague our American 
culture. Despite progress, much more needs to 
be done. In our corner of the world, Eastern CT 
Hadassah has partnered in the past with Safe 
Futures in our Power of Purple programs. Now, 
with October as Domestic Violence Awareness 
month, community members as individuals can 
join the campaign by supporting and attending 
the Annual Safe Futures Walk - Sunday morning, 
October 17 at Waterford High School.

Go to safefuturesct.org to register for the 
Walk.

Hadassah Supports 
Fight against  

Domestic Violence

http://safefuturesct.org
mailto:kimfischburg%40gmail.com?subject=Hadassah%20Cards
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Enjoying time in the Sukkah
The ladies of Sharah Zedek Synagogue in Westerly invited Jewish Federation 
staff to enjoy lunch with them in the Sukkah on Sept. 22, 2021.
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Schmoozing in the Sukkah
Congregation Beth El members and Federation staff enjoyed lunch in the 
Sukkah on Sept. 26, 2021 at the home of Rabbi Earl Kideckel.
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By Jerusalem Post Staff
Former Jerusalem mayor Nir Barkat 

and Jordanian King Abdullah II were 
among the hundreds of politicians, 
billionaires, celebrities, drug dealers, 
royal family members, and religious 
leaders exposed by the “Pandora 
Papers” – a 2.94 terabyte database 
exposing offshore dealings published 
by the International Consortium of 
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) on 
Sunday.

The Pandora Papers is the world’s 
largest-ever journalistic collaboration, 
with over 600 journalists from 117 
countries analyzing over 11.9 million 
documents, according to the ICIJ. The 
documents expose over 330 politicians 
from over 90 countries.

The documents, some of which date to 1970, were leaked from the 
confidential records of 14 offshore service providers that give services 
to wealthy individuals and corporations, allowing them to conceal 
their identities from the public and even regulators.

Holding a trust or company in a tax haven is not a violation of 
Israeli law, and the Israelis mentioned in the leaked documents may 
not have committed any crime.

The word Israel appears over 40,000 times in the documents, 
according to Shomrim, a nonprofit investigative journalism newsroom 
and ICIJ’s partner in Israel.

There are 565 Israelis listed as final beneficiaries of companies, 
placing Israel in 16th place among all countries in the leak in terms 
of the number of beneficiaries. Ten of the billionaires in the Pandora 
Papers are from Israel, according to ICIJ, but some of the beneficiaries 
listed are relatively small businesses.

The Pandora Papers revealed that former Jerusalem mayor and 
current Likud MK Nir Barkat held shares in several companies and 
communicated through his lawyers with at least one of them when 
due diligence was conducted, until he was elected to the Knesset in 
2019.

After his election, he transferred the shares to his brother Eli 
Barkat, despite the Ethics Committee requiring new MKs to sell or 
lease their holdings to a person who is not a relative.

Barkat also held shares in a large company that registered in a tax 
haven instead of in Israel. At the beginning of this year, the company in 
question expected that its profits in 2025 would stand at about $700 
million, according to Shomrim.

Although Barkat stated during his time as Jerusalem mayor that he 
preferred to deal with public affairs and did not deal with the holding 
company owned by him and his brother, the leaked documents showed 
that, as part of due diligence, a series of documents and details were 
requested from the company’s shareholders, which included Barkat.

The holding company, BRM, participated in 2007 in the initial 
capital raising for eToro, a social network for trading in the capital 
market, based in Bnei Brak but registered in the Virgin Islands, 
according to Shomrim. In March 2021, eToro announced that it would 
enter the NASDAQ at a value of about $10 m.

Barkat’s office replied to the leak on Sunday evening, stating that 
he is “proud of the fact that he has always paid his taxes in full in Israel, 
and makes sure to work for a shekel a year in all his public positions.”

His office added that Barkat handed over management of all 
his business dealings to his brother 18 years ago when he entered 
the public arena, and that upon entering the Knesset, he submitted 
documents for blind management plus a full capital statement to the 
Ethics Committee.

“It should be noted that the law allows a Knesset member to 
transfer his business to blind management to a relative who was a 
partner in his business in the past,” added Barkat’s office. “It is difficult 

‘Pandora Papers’ expose offshore deals 
of Jordan’s king, Israelis

to separate the political interests 
they have felt in publishing this 
ridiculous ‘investigation’ from 
the fact that Barkat is marked 
as one of the leaders who could 
bring the Likud back to power.”

The Pandora Papers also 
revealed that negligent conduct 
by Israelis in east Jerusalem led 
to a situation in which the British 
Virgin Islands technically owned 
properties in Israel’s capital after 
groups such as Ateret Cohanim 
failed to pay fees and taxes.

One of the non-Israeli 
officials highlighted by the ICIJ 
in its announcement of the 
massive exposé was Jordan’s 
King Abdullah II, with the ICIJ 
revealing that the monarch 
secretly owned 14 luxury homes 
in the UK and US worth more 
than $106 million total.

Jordan received over $1.5 
billion in aid and military funding 
from the US last year, and the 
EU has agreed to provide the 
kingdom with over $218 m. in 
light of the corona crisis.

The Pandora Papers 
additionally revealed that the 
king has owned at least 36 
front companies in tax havens, 
although the exact purpose 
or assets of some of the shell 
companies is unclear.

Advisers to the king worked 
tirelessly to ensure that the 
real estate dealings remained 
hidden, according to the report, 
with accountants and lawyers in 
Switzerland and the British Virgin 
Islands forming shell companies 
and shielding his name 
from public and confidential 
government registries.

Attorneys told ICIJ that there 
was nothing improper about 
owning homes through offshore 
companies.

Shekels and dollars (photo credit: THOMAS WHITE / REUTERS)

By Zev Stub, Jerusalem Post
Israeli retailers are fuming after international sporting goods 

giant Nike on Sunday said it will stop working with them to market 
its products. The measure will come into effect on May 31, 2022, Nike 
said.

As one of the most popular sports brands in the world and in 
Israel, the loss of those sales would weigh heavily on the businesses of 
hundreds of local sports stores.

In a letter sent to store owners on Sunday, Nike said: “Following 
a comprehensive review performed by the company and considering 
the changing marketplace, it has been decided that the continuation 
of the business relationship between you and the company does no 
longer match the company’s policy and goals.”

The decision is in line with Nike’s global plans to reduce the number 
of stores it works with, preferring to direct customers to buy its shoes, 
clothing, and gear on its website and in company-owned stores.

Nike believes it can earn much higher profits and control its 
premium product experience by managing the entire sales process 
itself. The company also ended its relationship with Amazon in 2019.

Nonetheless, stores in Israel say the move would harm their abilities 
to remain profitable. Some may opt for parallel imports, receiving Nike 
products from independent suppliers, but that would raise prices.

Nike to terminate  
sales in Israeli stores

Football - Hapoel Tel-Aviv Training - Ibrox Stadium, Glasgow - 
Scotland - 06/07 , Feb 7, 2021 General View / Nike Mandatory (credit: 
ACTION IMAGES / LEE SMITH VIA REUTERS)
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HENRY CONT. ON PG 13

12:00 noon -- Meet at Temple Emanu-El parking lot | 12:15-1:00 PM - 

COST: $25 Includes: Apple & Pear Picking, Corn Maze and Lunch up to $10.

 EXTRAS:  Pumpkins: Cost between $1 and $25 depending on the size.  Minis are around 

$1+. Apple Cider Slushies $5; Apple Cider Donuts $7 for 6 or $2 for 1; Bottled Water $1. Please make sure to 

send your child with enough spending money based on what you are allowing/asking them to purchase.  

Sukkot activity 

Go to https://holmbergorchards.square.site/page-1 to check on lunch options. 

Go to https://holmbergorchards.square.site/#MLgbWy  to order 
pies, etc. for pick up. 

A program of the JFEC

RSVP along with lunch order to Marcia Reinhard by 
WED., OCT. 13 at 860-235-4719 or mrein hard @j fec.com . Pay in 
advance by check made payable to JFEC and send to 28 Channing St., 
New London, 06320 or call with your credit card to 860-442-8062. 

By Lior Zaltzman, Kveller
“The Rugrats” — the cartoon that originally aired on Nickelodeon 

between 1991 and 2004 — proved to us all that you could have a 
delightful, compelling show about a group of scraggly babies. It’s a 
premise that should have garnered “I’m too old for this” indignation 
from kids, but instead, it was winning, funny and a smash hit. The 
darling nasal voice of protagonist Tommy Pickles, voiced by E. G. Daily, 
helped bring up an entire generation and spawned a multi-million-
dollar movie franchise. “The Rugrats” was also one of the biggest 
mainstream shows that centered around a Jewish family — validating 
thousands of millennial Jews like myself who rapturously watched it 
across the world.

That’s why it’s not surprising that the show got a recent CGI 
reboot from Nickelodeon and Paramount+. The updated version of 
the show takes place in the present day (2021), but it brings back the 
same, nostalgic characters we have all grown to love. The first season 
already started airing back in the spring, but a new batch of episodes 
is premiering on October 7 — and will include a very familiar Jewish 
voice: that of Henry Winkler (yep, the Fonz!).

Of course, “The Rugrats” introduced many viewers (young and 
old!) to Jewish customs. In the show, Tommy Pickles’s father, Stew, 
is Christian, while his mother, Didi, is Jewish — just like the series’ 
co-creator, Aline Plansky, who admitted that she got the inspiration 
for the show’s toddler protagonist from her own son. The series also 
released two of the best Jewish holiday episodes ever made; one for 
Passover and one for Hanukkah. These episodes — which retell the 
stories of the holidays using the Rugrats characters as stand-ins for 
historical Jewish figures — are so good that decades later, families 
still make them a part of their holiday traditions (and bonus: they’re 
mostly fairly accurate!).

Part of what makes these Jewish holiday specials oh-so-good is 
the appearance of Tommy’s maternal grandparents: Boris and Minka 

Henry Winkler voices zayde in the ‘Rugrats’ reboot
Kropotkin, who were originally 
dubbed by Jewish actors Michael 
Bell and Melanie Chartoff (who 
also voiced Didi Pickles from 
1991 to 2004).

Now, almost three decades 
after the show originally 
premiered, Boris and Minka 
are getting introduced to a new 
generation. This time around, 
they are voiced by two greats: 
Winkler and Swoosie Kurtz.

The characters will appear in 
an episode titled “The Bubbe and 
Zayde Show” — which is what 
Tommy adorably calls his daily 
video calls with his grandparents 
(we call it “The Safta and Saba 
Show” at my house). Except that 
in this episode, Minka and Boris 
take the show on the road and all 
the way to the famous playpen — 
they come to visit Tommy from 
the Jewish retirement state, AKA 
Florida.

This version of Boris and 
Minka is a lot more young, hip 
and relaxed than the earlier 
incarnation. The characters shed 
their original Yiddish immigrant 
accents for the affectations and 
speech patterns of a pair of 

retired New Yawk Jews. 
They’re both dressed in 
their Tommy Bahama best, 
with bright patterned 
attire that’s perfect for the 
Sunshine state.

“Look what I get for 
you, it’s for Hanukkah! 
Well, OK, so it’s a little 
early,” Boris tells Tommy, 
handing him an electric 
dreidel which starts to 
play “Dreidel, Dreidel, 
Dreidel” before shortly 
running out of juice.

“Ah, cheap batteries, 
now our only grandchild 
will think we don’t love him!” Minka exclaims in somewhat 
stereotypical, overdramatic Jewish grandma fashion (we love Kurtz, 
so we’ll take it!).

“It is so much fun being a grandfather and playing a grandfather,” 
Winkler told ET online about the episode. “While I’m recording my 
lines, in my mind I’m talking to my actual grandchildren. I just know 
that this new iteration of ‘Rugrats’ will delight a whole new generation.”

IRL, the “Barry” star is a grandfather of five — he has two children, 
Zoe and Max, with his wife, Stacey Weitzman, and a stepson, Jed, from 
Weitzman’s previous marriage. He recently kvelled about how, after 
seeing his grandson, Ace, dressed up as the Fonz for Halloween, “my 
heart dropped out of my chest.”

Of course Winkler — just like his Rugrats counterpart — is Jewish. 
His parents were German Jews who escaped Nazi Germany in the 

Michael Kovac/Getty Images for 
Champagne Collet

Jr. Youth Group & Yachad BBYO Autumn Adventure
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By Brian Blum, Israel21c
“Battery technology hasn’t changed in over 30 years,” Moshiel 

Biton, CEO of electric car battery startup Addionics, tells ISRAEL21c.
And here is where Biton saw a huge opportunity “as trillions of 

dollars will continue to be invested in creating better batteries.”
Addionics aims to capitalize on this opportunity by 

introducing a relatively small change into how batteries 
are designed.

Unlike other companies that focus on improving 
battery chemistry, Addionics is focused on the physics 
of a specific part of the battery, the electric current 
collector.

The current collector serves as the substrate of a 
battery’s electrodes. These small metal sheets, not 
dissimilar to aluminum foil, are layered around the 
“active material” – lithium ion, for example.

Think of an electric battery like a sandwich, Biton 
suggests. “The bread is the electricity collector, and the 
cheese is the active material.”

Most electric car battery “sandwiches” have the 
“cheese” only on the top. Addionics layers the “cheese” 
throughout, along with layers of porous and spongy 
“bread.”

“Using nanotechnology, we can find space that’s not well utilized 
and make it more efficient,” Biton says.

“That way we get more active material in the same space, which 
increases the range by keeping the contact between the metal and 
the active material very high while minimizing internal resistance, 
enabling higher currents.”

Fast charge, high range
Because current collectors are porous metal webs, he explains, 

“there is more surface area contact between the chemistry and 
the current collector, which increases charge rates. It gives us the 
opportunity to minimize the trade-offs between fast charging and 
range.”

Biton is referring to the fact that the bigger the battery (or thicker 
the electrode), the longer the range, but the longer it takes to charge. 
A thinner electrode achieves faster charging, but the range will be low.

Fast charging with a high range requires many thin layers, which 
can add 50 percent to the price. Batteries comprise up to 40% of the 
cost of an electric vehicle.

“There are 40 layers on average in a battery cell,” Biton adds. “If 
each is 50 to 100 microns thick and we can increase that and make 
it 70% to 95% porous, we’ll need fewer layers, while achieving range 
and charging performance targets.”

Addionics says that its technology can halve charging time as well 
as reduce internal heating, cutting the chances of another exploding 
vehicle as has happened in July when a Tesla Model S Plaid caught fire 

A battery that aims to disrupt the history of battery technology
in Pennsylvania.

“Consumers won’t start using 
electric vehicles because they’re 
fashionable or green or sexy 
but when the performance they 

give is similar to an internal 
combustion engine vehicle, 
where you can charge your car as 
quickly as refueling the tank with 
gas,” says Biton.

Easy to integrate
Addionics’ thicker, more 

efficient electrodes are what 
Biton calls “chemistry agnostic. 
We can integrate smoothly into 
existing battery production 
lines.”

That sets Addionics apart 
from other emerging battery 
technologies. For instance, Israeli 
startup StoreDot will require 
its own factories and will not be 
compatible immediately with, 
say, Tesla’s Panasonic-produced 
batteries.

Other battery innovators, 
such as Sila Nano and Ampirus, 
aim to replace the graphite inside 
the battery with silicon, which 
can increase energy density. 

QuantumScape is working on a technology to replace the liquid 
electrolytes in the battery with a solid (a technology called solid-state).

“We can partner with them. They’re not direct competitors but 
more like potential clients. We can improve any type of battery and 
our product can be beneficial to all these companies,” Biton says.

CTO Vladimir Yufit explained it this way: Addionics 
is “betting on the race and not on the horse.”

Addionics plans to sell its thicker, faster, cheaper 
metal foils to existing battery manufacturers. “They 
look the same and the fitting will be as smooth as 
possible. We want to minimize any friction,” Biton 
stresses.

Next-gen batteries
Founded in 2017, the 19-person Addionics 

has raised $8.5 million (including a $2.5 million 
grant from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
competition) and has six paying projects. One of the 
most prominent is with Saint-Gobain, a large French 
materials company. The BIRD Foundation is helping 
to fund the collaboration.

Moshiel Biton, CEO of electric car battery startup 
Addionics. Photo courtesy of Addionics

“We’re working with their research center in Boston to develop 
together the next generation of solid-state batteries,” says Biton.

Addionics is also working on bringing its technology to consumer 
electronics – from wearables to laptops to medical devices and even 
drones. The aim is to increase energy density by 15% to 25%, a big 
bump up from “the 2% to 3% they’re used to,” Biton notes. “The need 
is so great that any small improvement will have huge economic value.”

Biton hopes that his company’s first products for the consumer 
electronics space will be ready by 2023 – they’re currently in the 
proof-of-concept stage. Electric cars will take longer.

“It usually takes around five years for tests in the car industry, so 
we’re looking at 2026 for electric vehicles,” he says.

Biton worked most of his career in the semiconductor industry. He 
has a PhD in material science from Imperial College London. His PhD 
supervisor has since joined Addionics.

Biton moved back to Israel (“I wanted to benefit the Israeli 
ecosystem”) where production is now taking place. A team in London 
does the modeling, software, and design.

“It’s a really interesting time. If we have more electric vehicles, we 
need more batteries, we need more production, we need more supply. 
We will need to increase capacity by 30 times if we want to meet by 
2030 the number of batteries to support and meet [manufacturer 
demand],” Biton tells ISRAEL21c.

“It’s a very ambitious goal, to change the architecture of batteries, 
which hasn’t been changed in the last 30 years,” Biton says. “There is 
not any better time in history to be in this industry.”

The Addionics team. Photo courtesy of Addionics

By Naama Barak, Israel21c
Israeli cultivated meat startup Aleph Farms recently received an 

investment from a particularly glamorous source: Hollywood actor 
and environmental activist Leonardo DiCaprio.

Aleph Farms has developed a technology that creates cultivated 
meat using cellular agriculture, a biotechnological engineering 
technique using cow cells instead of slaughtering cows.

The Rehovot-based startup has already cultivated steak and ribeye 
in the past few years and is even sending its technology into outer 
space with Eytan Stibbe, who is set to become the second Israeli to 
leave Earth’s orbit.

The actor has invested in several Israeli ventures in the past, most 
recently in a planned eco-certified hotel in Herzliya.

DiCaprio, who is also investing in the Dutch cultivated meat 
company Mosa Meat, said: “One of the most impactful ways to combat 
the climate crisis is to transform our food system. Mosa Meat and 
Aleph Farms offer new ways to satisfy the world’s demand for beef, 

Leonardo DiCaprio invests in Israeli cultivated meat pioneer
while solving some of the most 
pressing issues of current 
industrial beef production. I’m 
very pleased to join them as an 
advisor and investor, as they 
prepare to introduce cultivated 
beef to consumers.”

Didier Toubia, cofounder 
and CEO of Aleph Farms, said 
he welcomes the committed 
environmentalist to the 
company’s advisory board. “Our 
team is committed to improving 
the sustainability of our global 
food systems and we’re thrilled 
to have Leo share in our vision.”

Cultivated beef production 

has the potential 
to reduce air 
pollution and save 
land and water 
resources used in 
large quantities 
to produce meat. 
It also promises 
cleaner, healthier 
meat that is free 
of antibiotics and 
the foodborne 
i l l n e s s e s 
s o m e t i m e s 
associated with 
intensive animal 
farming.

Leonardo DiCaprio photo courtesy of 
Shutterstock.com
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German legislation makes Holocaust denial and other antisemitic 
acts illegal and punishable by law. On January 27 each year Holocaust 
Memorial Day is designated for remembrance and commemoration, 
corresponding to the January 27, 1945, liberation of Auschwitz.

In 2015, Merkel became the first chancellor to visit Dachau. This 
year, her government started a series of events across the country 
celebrating 1,700 years of Jewish presence in Germany.

Regarding Israel, she advocates for a two-state solution and has 
delivered state-of-the-art military equipment to Israel. In 2019, 
the German parliament passed a resolution calling the Boycott, 
Divestment, and Sanctions movement against Israel, BDS, an 
antisemitic movement. Merkel has given many speeches in the Israeli 
Knesset, saying on one occasion: “Israel’s security would never be 
negotiable for Germany because Germany’s historical responsibility is 
part of the “reason of state.”

In 2019, the German government allocated $66 million for 
preservation work at Auschwitz-Birkenau. During a visit there, Merkel 
said she felt a “deep shame” at what her countrymen had done to Jews 
before and during the Holocaust. “Remembering the crimes. . . is a 
responsibility which never ends. It belongs inseparably to our country. 
To be aware of this responsibility is part of our national identity.”

against extremisim, no matter 
what form it takes.”

Three-Year Initiative
The three-year LiveSecure 

initiative will ensure that each of 
the 146 communities across the 
country with a Jewish Federation 
would have a Community 
Security Initiative, up from 45 
today.

“That will more than triple the 
current number of communities 
with comprehensive community 
security initiatives. And we want 
to help our existing security 
initiatives to upgrade and 
continually address emerging 
threats,” said National Campaign 
Chair for the Jewish Federations 
and LiveSecure Chair Julie Platt.

One-third of LiveSecure funds 
will go to the Secure Communities 
Network, which provides best 
practices and guidance for 
Jewish communities across the 
continent.

“Amazingly, through the 
incredible generosity of 

JFNA CONT. FROM PG 1

other organizational bigwigs. It was the first time many of them had 
seen each other since the start of the pandemic.  

They received him warmly. In recent years, the relationship 
between Netanyahu and major American Jewish groups had soured, 
particularly after he froze an agreement to expand a non-Orthodox 
prayer space at the Western Wall in Jerusalem in 2017. A month 
before Netanyahu left office, one of his closest aides said at an Israeli 
conference that Israel “should be spending a lot more time doing 
outreach to evangelical Christians than you would do to Jews.”

Bennett struck a different tone. Just like he did at the U.N. earlier 
on Monday, Israel’s current prime minister drew a contrast in style 
from his predecessor without mentioning his name. He talked about 
how much Israel could learn from American Jews, and how important 
it was for the two poles of the Jewish community to have a mutually 
respectful conversation.

“You have our back, and it just means a lot,” he said. He added later, 
“It doesn’t mean we’re going to agree on everything. We’re not. But 
we’re going to talk to each other and we’re going to listen to each 
other.”

He also suggested that Israel and American Jewry should enter a 
new era. For decades, American Jews gave tens of millions of dollars 
to support Israel’s development. Now, Bennett said, Israel is doing 
fine on its own and should move beyond acting just as a refuge for 
persecuted Jews. 

“Since the inception of Israel, and actually it predates the inception 
of Israel, Israel has been the project of the Jewish people, but we’re 
doing OK,” he said, citing Israel’s economy and tech sector. “Now, we 
have to redesign our relationship.”

What that might look like in practice remained vague. Bennett 
didn’t make any concrete promises when it came to enshrining 
religious pluralism in Israeli policy, an issue that has historically been 
important to the people he was addressing. He hit the same notes 
on Iran as Netanyahu, vowing to prevent it from obtaining a nuclear 
bomb and saying Israel “will not outsource our security to anyone, 
even to our best friends.” 

In addition, as in his speech at the U.N., he didn’t discuss the 
Palestinians, and is on record, over and over, opposing the establishment 
of a Palestinian state, which most American Jews support. 

And it was clear that Israel is worried about its standing in the 

BENNETT CONT. FROM PG 1

Julius was born in 
1955 and grew up in 
Brighton Beach, which 
was then home to a 
large population of 
Russian Jewish emigres. 
Julius described the 
neighborhood as “a 
landing pad for Eastern 
European immigrants 
like my grandparents, 
who fled Czarist Russia 
and antisemitism in 
pursuit of a better life.”

A graduate of the 
Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and the 
University of California, 
Berkeley, Julius has spent 
his career researching 
the way human senses 
like touch, pain, and heat 
function and has used 

capsaicin, the chemical in chili peppers that makes them burn, to 
explore how human nerve endings feel heat.

“These breakthrough discoveries launched intense research 
activities leading to a rapid increase in our understanding of how our 
nervous system senses heat, cold, and mechanical stimuli,” the Nobel 
Prize committee wrote in its announcement of the winners.

David Julius, a professor of physiology at 
the University of California, San Francisco, 
was one of two recipients of the Nobel 
Prize in Medicine or Physiology. (University 
of California, San Francisco)

DAVID CONT. FROM PG 1

U.S. Both Bennett and Israel’s 
U.N. ambassador, Gilad Erdan, 
mentioned the attempt by a 
handful of progressive Congress 
members to block additional 
funding for Israel’s Iron Dome 
missile defense system (it 
ended up passing the House 
of Representatives by a vote of 
420-9, with two members voting 
“present”). 

While Bennett said that the 
episode was “telling” and didn’t 
elaborate on the flap, Erdan was 
much harsher, saying that the 
Congress members who opposed 
Iron Dome were “either ignorant 
or antisemitic.”

For the most part, Bennett 
seemed happy to forgo policy 
discussions in favor of a charm 
offensive. He sought points of 
commonality with the crowd, 
talking about everything from 
how his mom couldn’t find 
American cereal when she moved 
to Israel to how he was in New 
York City on 9/11. At the end 
of the speech, he repeated an 
anecdote about Israeli politeness 
(or lack thereof) that had also 
drawn a laugh from an American 
audience in Tel Aviv in 2012, 
at the beginning of his political 
career. 

If he wanted to charm the 
crowd, it appeared to work.  
When he ended the speech by 
saying “I love you,” he got a 
standing ovation.

transformational funders, both 
national foundations and families 
from across the country who are 
investing in this work, we are 
nearly two-thirds of the way 
towards reaching that goal,” Platt 
said.

For more details, and to view 
the event, visit https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=DqI-
5AQo9wQ&t=14s.

Jewish Federations of North 
America (JFNA) are the backbone of 
the organized Jewish community in 
the U.S. and Canada, representing 
146 Jewish Federations and over 
300 Network communities. They 
raise and distribute more than 
$2 billion annually and through 
planned giving and endowment 
programs to support Jewish 
communities domestically and in 
Israel.

late 1930s; Winkler’s father told 
his wife that they were going 
to the U.S. for a short visit, but 
they wound up staying here and 
building a life in New York for 
Henry and his sister, Beatrice. 
They joined Congregation 
Habonim in Manhattan, where 
his mother ran the Judaica store.

Unfortunately, not all of 
Winkler’s family was so fortunate 
— the “H” in Winkler’s first name 
honors his Uncle Helmut, who did 
not manage to escape the country 
and who died in Auschwitz.

The prospect of introducing 
my own little rugrats (who are 
around the age of the shows’ 
lead characters) to this classic 
from my youth with the help of 
none other than Winkler makes 
me smile. I can’t wait to screen 
“The Bubbe and Zayde Show” 
with my own Jewish family. From 
generation to generation!

HENRY  
CONT. FROM PG 11

COPY CATS
www.copycatsnl.com 

860-442-8424
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Memorial

N o r w i c h 
- Ronald 
Brauman, 88, 
passed away 
September 27, 
2021, at home 
surrounded by 
his family.

Ron was 
born in 
Hartford on 
May 25, 1933, 
the son of the 
late Albert 

Brauman and Esther (Atlas) 
Brauman. He grew up in 
Waterbury and was a 1951 
graduate of Crosby High 
School. After graduation, he 
enlisted in the US Air Force, 
where he served during the Korean War until his discharge in 1956. 
After his military service, he graduated from the Culinary Institute of 
America in New Haven. He married the late Janice Lazaroff on May 31, 
1959 in New Haven. She passed away February 10, 1999.

In 1959, he moved to Norwich and began his career in sales working 
for his uncle at Atlas Builders in Franklin where he eventually became 
his uncle’s business partner. In 1982, he purchased Treat’s Pools and 
Spa’s in Uncasville, and was there 7 days a week until illness forced him 
to retire. He was a member of the Beth Jacob Synagogue. Ron loved his 
family, but especially his grandchildren and great grandchildren. He 
was a lifelong Red Sox fan and enjoyed watching Westerns on tv. Ron 
will be remembered by his family, friends, and customers for his off-
color jokes and life advice. He was a friend and mentor to many.

Ron is survived by his daughters Stacy Gould of Norwich and Elissa 
Brauman of E. Hartford, sisters Phyllis Crumb and Janet Rasin, both 
of Norwich, by his grandchildren Rachel Wynn and her husband Troy 
Turnwald of Queens, NY, Allison Gould of Danvers, MA, and Bryan 
Wynn and his wife Darien of Ft. Bragg, NC, and their children Zackaryas 
and Holden, by his brother in law Steven Lazaroff of Manchester, CT, 
nieces Karen Crumb of Norwich and Kim Rasin of New York, and by 
many cousins.

In addition to his wife and parents, he was predeceased by his 
nephew Mark Crumb.

A funeral service was held Thursday, September 30, 2021 at Beth 
Jacob Synagogue, 400 New London Turnpike at 1pm. Burial followed 
at Hebrew Benevolent Cemetery #3, 62 Middle Rd. in Preston. 

To leave a message of condolence for Ronald’s family, please visit 
www.churchandallen.com. In lieu of flowers, memorial donations in 
Ronald Brauman’s memory may be made to Beth Jacob Synagogue and 
Hartford Healthcare at Home Center for Hospice.

The Church and Allen Funeral Home, 136 Sachem St., Norwich, is 
entrusted with arrangements.

Ronald Brauman
By Reuters, appeared in Jerusalem Post

Women in Afghanistan who object to what the Taliban have said 
and done since returning to power are finding it harder to protest, 
now that impromptu demonstrations have been banned and previous 
rallies were broken up by gunfire and beatings.

Resistance within families and concerns over sharing information 
over social media that could identify people involved are also acting as 
deterrents, according to six female protesters Reuters spoke to across 
the country.

Sporadic demonstrations 
by women demanding that 
the Taliban respect their civil 
freedoms have been captured 
on social media, as have the 
sometimes-violent responses, 
drawing the world’s attention 
to issues of equality and human 
rights.

The last time the Taliban ruled 
in the 1990s, they banned women 
from work and girls from school, 
allowed women to leave their 
homes only when accompanied 
by a male relative and insisted 
that women wore all-enveloping 
burqas.

Those who broke the rules 
were sometimes whipped in public by the Islamist militants’ “moral 
police.”

This time the Taliban are promising greater freedom for women, 
including in education and employment, in accordance with their 
interpretation of Islamic law.

Yet older girls are still not back at school, there are no women in 
senior positions in the new government, the Women’s Ministry in 
Kabul has been shut and the Taliban have said women will only be 
allowed to work in a small number of jobs.

Women wanting to express their anger publicly are struggling to 
do so. Six who took part in demonstrations after the Taliban stormed 
to power on Aug. 15 said they had not done so since early September.

“We have a lot of plans to stage more protests, but unfortunately 
due to security concerns, we are not going out much right now,” said 
Nasima Bakhtiary, a former commerce ministry worker in Kabul.

“We have seen so much harassment ... regarding our protests ... we 
have to be careful.”

Earlier this month, the Taliban said protests were not banned, 
but that those wanting to hold demonstrations needed to seek prior 
permission and provide details of place, timings and slogans that 
would be chanted.

Taliban spokespeople did not respond to requests for comment for 
this story.

Protests fade
Based on interviews with organizers, social media posts and 

advocacy groups, Reuters counted seven significant women-led 
protests between Aug. 15, when the Taliban came to power, and Sept 
8. when they made permission necessary.

Since Sept. 8, Reuters has counted one, on September 19 outside 
the women’s ministry building in Kabul after it was shut down. The 
sign outside has been switched to that of the Ministry for Promotion 
of Virtue and Prevention of Vice - the moral police.

Maryam Sadat, a 23-year-old law student and protest organizer 
in Kabul, said she and a small number of others had tried to stage a 
demonstration on September 30, but it was dispersed by members of 
the Taliban.

Women have also been involved in broader protests, some of 
which have involved hundreds of people. Several people have been 
killed, some demonstrators have been beaten and the Taliban have 
fired warning shots in the air to disperse crowds.

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights last month 

Protests get harder for Afghan women 
condemned the violence against 
protesters, including women.

“As Afghan women and men 
take to the streets during this 
time of great uncertainty in 
their country to press peacefully 
for their human rights to be 
respected ... it is crucial that those 

in power listen to their voices,” it 
said.

Women like Taranom Seyedi 
said they were scared to continue 
to demonstrate.

The 34-year-old women’s 
rights activist in Kabul who 
helped organize some of the 
protests there said she had 
received letters saying the 
Taliban had made a list of all the 
women who protested and would 
conduct house searches for them.

She does not know who sent 
the letters but has erased protest-
related content from her social 
media accounts as a precaution, 
and said others had done so too.

Sadat went further.
“Since my participation in the 

protest, I’ve had to relocate twice 
... My family is terrified, and even 
my neighbors are concerned and 
urging me not to join.”

Others spoke of pushback 
from those close to them, 
including Zulaikha Akrami, 
a 24-year-old international 
relations graduate who worked at 
a foreign non-profit organization 
in the northeastern province of 
Badakhshan.

“My mother tried to threaten 
me not to go and said if you 
go, don’t call me mother,” 
said Akrami, referring to a 
demonstration she attended in 
Badakhshan on Sept. 8.

She said she recalled her 
younger brother telling her: “If 
they beat you to death, I won’t be 
there to pick up your body off the 
street.”

Afghan girls attend a class at a school in Kabul, Afghanistan, 
September 18, 2021. (photo credit: WANA (WEST ASIA NEWS AGENCY) 
VIA REUTERS)

http://churchandallen.com
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This new Jewish year of 5782 is a shmita year. The land is supposed 
to lie fallow during a sabbatical year, in part so that human beings 
don’t get to the point where they think that they alone are responsible 
for the success of their efforts (an impious, hubristic position that the 
Bible refers to as “the might of my own hand”; see Deut. 8.17). For 
Jews living in the Land of Israel (produce from 
land outside of Israel is exempt), shimita is an 
incredible statement of faith, though one perhaps 
more appropriate for an agricultural society. 

This is my fourth shmita year in Israel. For my 
first three, the non-religious elite was content to 
laugh amusedly at the craziness of the religious 
(who argue amongst themselves whether it is 
better to eat imported produce or Israeli produce 
that uses a rabbinic loophole similar to one used 
on Passover: just as on Passover one can have 
hametz in a designated place if one has sold it to 
a gentile, so if farmers sell their land to a gentile 
they can continue to farm). This shmita year 
is different. Haaretz, the unofficial voice of the 
secular elite, has found a shmita issue over which 
it can cry religious coercion—a huge bugaboo 
in Israeli society. No, no one is forcing secular 
Israelis to not eat their vegetables this year. The problem comes in 
public landscaping. 

The religious would prefer that Israel’s municipalities not violate 
shmita laws (which also pertain to ornamental trees, bushes, and 
flowers in public spaces). According to these laws, existing trees 
may be cared for, but new projects and the planting of spring flowers 
are forbidden. In an article on September 1, Haaretz reported that 
in a response to its query of 21 municipalities, only one, Ramat Ha-
Sharon, “said that planting will continue as usual.” Haaretz writes that 
major municipalities like Tel Aviv, Ramat Gan, and Netanya will do 
likewise but “are afraid to say so publicly.” The article ends, though, 

by minimizing the effects of the 
municipalities observing shmita, 
quoting a former forestry official 
who said: “You plant a lot the 
year before and also the year 

after. The problem today isn’t 
tree planting [during shmita]; 
nowadays, trees are planted 
in every public project. The 
problem is protecting existing 
trees. That’s the country’s most 
serious problem.” 

Haaretz’s editorial, published 
two days later under the 
provocative title “It’s Also Jewish 
to ‘Choose Life,’” was a lot more 

critical of the shmita situation: “Originally 
shmita was meant to serve environmental 
and social values—giving both the land 
and human beings time to rest and recover. 

Nowadays, it has become another 
coercive rule that undermines 
the social and environmental 
values of adapting cities to 
human life in the modern era.” 
The editorial ends stridently: 
“Agriculture Minister Oded Forer and Environmental 
Protection Minister Tamar Zandberg must demand that the 
chief rabbis find a halakhic solution to enable tree-planting 
to continue. In addition, mayors must come to their senses 
and announce that they intend to keep planting.” 

The Haaretz article had noted that six years ago Rabbi 
Eliezer Melamed, a leading national-religious rabbi, 
ruled that “planting for infrastructure purposes could be 
permitted in certain cases if the planning couldn’t be done 
before shmita, as long as the gardeners aren’t Jewish.” 
This seems to be just the “halakhic solution” demanded 
by Haaretz’s editorial; however, it is a solution largely 

acceptable only to “modern” rather than to “ultra” Orthodox Jews. 
Here, as is the case with all issues concerning religion and state, Israel’s 
democracy has to consider the extent to which it will honor the most 
stringent positions of Orthodox Jewish law. What should be done? 
There are no magic solutions, but as we head into the winter months, 
it strikes me that my experience as a recreational swimmer could be 
helpful in thinking about municipal landscaping and gardening during 
shmita. In the struggle between those who like the water warmer 
with those who like the water colder, a good pool manager knows the 
following: If no one is completely happy, then the water is being heated 
to the correct temperature. Happy Winter!

Jewish National Fund-USA (JNF-USA) has announced that hundreds 
of international “passengers” have registered to attend the world’s 
most immersive virtual tour of Israel as part of the organization’s 
complimentary four-day national conference taking place October 
10-14, 2021. 

Featured in national travel publications 
including National Geographic, JNF-USA is 
unparalleled when it comes to offering Zionists, 
travel aficionados, and global explorers’ virtual 
vacations to Israel. The leading philanthropic 
organization for the land and people of Israel has 
sent more than 9,700 people on over 250 week-long 
tours of Israel via Zoom since May 2020, when it 
pivoted from in-person missions to online tours at 
the onset of the pandemic.

Jewish National Fund-USA now plans to 
transport hundreds of supporters from coast to 
coast by the “busload” virtually to examine sites 
off the beaten path in Israel from the comfort of 
their living rooms, and to learn more about the 
organization’s philanthropic investments in its 
largest, most interactive virtual mission to date. 

“This is the perfect opportunity for individuals 
looking to escape the mundane and oftentimes 
lonely confinements and restrictions we are faced with during these 
trying times,” said David Peskin, JNF-USA President of the Southern 
New England Board of Directors. “Are you yearning to get back to 
Israel? Have you ever thought about exploring our Jewish homeland at 
some point during your lifetime? Have you already been there but are 
longing to go back? Then sign up for this ‘conference like no other’ and 
explore Israel in a way you’ve likely never seen or heard of before. All 
you need is a computer or mobile device, a good Wi-Fi connection, and 

JNF-USA to host world’s largest virtual tour of Israel
one hour of ‘travel time’ each evening.”

The conference will kick off on Sunday, October 10, with an 
incredible lineup of keynote speakers including JNF-USA’s CEO, Russell 
F. Robinson, who will discuss the impact of Jewish National Fund-USA’s 

record-breaking fundraising year, which secured more than $100 
million for critical environmental and nation-building projects in the 
Negev and Galilee, as well as Jewish National Fund-USA’s President, 
Dr. Sol Lizerbram; President of Israel Isaac Herzog, and Member of 
Knesset Shirley Pinto—the first deaf member of Israel’s parliament. 

Attendees will then get to virtually explore the land of Israel and 
meet JNF-USA’s affiliates with the help of a licensed tour guide every 
evening from 7:00-8:00 pm ET through October 11-14. 

“This is not just an event for 
individuals who love Israel. This 
is a fully immersive experience 
for anyone who enjoys traveling 
— no passport, jetlag, or financial 
obligations required,” said Eric 
Berg, JNF-USA Campaign Chair, 
Southern New England Board 
of Directors. “You want to learn 
more about the land and people 
of Israel and find new places 
to add to your post-pandemic 
travel bucket list? This is the 
organization to do it with. There 
is no other organization with 
more knowledge of this country 
or a larger footprint in the land of 
milk and honey.”

“Seats” on the virtual bus are 
limited and selling out quickly. 
Gather your family and friends 
and register for JNF-USA’s virtual 
national conference at jnf.org/
nc to experience this once in a 
lifetime virtual journey with the 
ones you love.

Questions? Contact 
nationalconference@jnf.org. 

https://www.jnf.org/visit-israel/tours/national-conference-in-israel
https://www.jnf.org/visit-israel/tours/national-conference-in-israel
mailto:nationalconference@jnf.org
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